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Context: Data from a previous prospective study of lobar volumes in children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are reexamined using a measure of cortical thickness.

Objective: To determine whether regional differences in cortical thickness or cortical changes across time characterize ADHD and predict or reflect its clinical outcome.

Design, Setting, and Participants: Longitudinal study of 163 children with ADHD (mean age at entry, 8.9 years) and 166 controls recruited mainly from a local community in Maryland. Participants were assessed with magnetic resonance imaging. Ninety-seven patients with ADHD (60%) had 2 or more images and baseline and follow-up corticomeasure of cortical thickness.

Main Outcome Measures: Cortical thickness across the cerebrum. Patients with ADHD were divided into better and worse outcome groups on the basis of a mean split in scores on the Children’s Global Assessment Scale and persistence/remission of DSM-IV-defined ADHD.

Results: Children with ADHD had global thinning of the cortex (mean reduction, −0.09 mm; P = .02), most prominently in the medial and superior prefrontal and precentral regions. Children with worse clinical outcome had a thinner left medial prefrontal cortex at baseline than the better outcome group (−0.38 mm; P = .003) and controls (−0.25 mm; P = .002). Cortical thickness developmental trajectories did not differ significantly between the ADHD and control groups throughout except in the right parietal cortex, where trajectories converged. This normalization of cortical thickness occurred only in the better outcome group.

Conclusions: Children with ADHD show relative cortical thinning in regions important for attentional control. Children with a worse outcome have “fixed” thinning of the left medial prefrontal cortex, which may compromise the anterior attentional network and encumber clinical improvement. Right parietal cortex thickness normalization in patients with a better outcome may represent compensatory cortical change.
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A attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a common neurobehavioral disorder that affects 3% to 5% of school-aged children in the United States.1 It has been variously conceptualized as an inability to suppress inappropriate responses and thoughts,2,3 as a pathologic abnormality of executive “control” attentional networks,4 and as the result of an aversion to delay that stems from abnormal processing of rewards.5 These divergent models all implicate dysfunction of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and the interconnected striatum. Structural change in the frontal lobe,6,7 particularly in the posterior cingulate, precentral gyrus, and superior and dorsolateral prefrontal gray matter, have all been found in ADHD.8-10 Functional imaging studies11,12 report abnormal prefrontal activation in ADHD, most consistently in midline prefrontal regions during response inhibition, decision making based on reward contingencies,13 and complex motor control.14 These deficits are also linked to hyperactivity and impulsivity, combined perhaps with pathologic abnormalities at the level of motor output in the motor cortices.15 The right parietal cortex is another major component of the distributed attention system involved in orienting attention to visual locations and in the maintenance of a vigilant state.16,17 Its compromise in ADHD is suggested by reports of structural6 and functional18,19 anomalies.

A striking feature of ADHD is its tendency to improve with age, with symptomatic improvement occurring in 31% to 43% of children as they move into late adolescence.20 A previous longitudinal study21 that did not consider clinical outcome demonstrated that the disorder is characterized by nonprogressive deficits in gray and white matter, except in the caudate, which nor-
nalizes in volume by late adolescence. It is possible that clinical improvement in a neurodevelopmental disorder such as ADHD may be associated with convergence to the normal trajectory of cortical development, with normalization prominent in regions that control attention.

Awareness that lobar volumetric studies may miss more regional cortical changes has prompted the examination of smaller regions of interest, frequently measured manually. Although informative, such studies are prone to operator error and are unsuited to large data sets, and it is possible that the boundaries of actual change in ADHD may not overlap with the limits of the a priori–defined regions of interest. We thus used a fully automated measure of cortical thickness across the entire cerebrum, unconstrained by predefined regions of interest. The technique has been validated through manual measurements and a population simulation. In addition, the method has been found to be sensitive to processes of normal aging and cognitive variation and to cortical abnormalities, making it an ideal tool for longitudinal mapping of cortical development. The technique has already been applied in a cross-sectional study of 27 children with ADHD demonstrating highly localized cortical change.

Drawing inferences about developmental processes from cross-sectional data is fraught with methodological problems; thus, we used a longitudinal design, studying a large group of 163 children with ADHD and 166 controls. Most patients with ADHD (60%) had at least 2 magnetic resonance images (MRIs) and clinical evaluations acquired during mean follow-up of 5.7 years. We hypothesized that ADHD would be characterized by focal cortical anomalies in regions of the distributed neural system that mediate attention, specifically, the medial prefrontal and cingulate gyri and the right parietal lobe. Clinical assessments were performed defining a known relationship between these linked vertices (40,962 such vertices are sampled into native space by inverting the initial stereotaxic transformation. Cortical thickness was then computed in native space. The first outcome measure was the last available Children's Global Assessment Scale (CGAS) score, chosen because it provides a clinically relevant measure of outcome and was available at baseline and follow-up for most patients with ADHD (n=107). Patients with ADHD were divided into better (n=51) and worse (n=56) outcome groups based on mean final CGAS scores (mean CGAS score, 64; better outcome CGAS score, ≥64; and worse outcome CGAS score, <64). The second outcome measure was whether patients continued to meet DSM-IV criteria for ADHD. Clinical assessments were performed defining a known relationship between measurements, thereby increasing statistical power. In unadjusted analyses, the resulting statistical maps were thresholded to control for multiple comparisons using the false discovery rate procedure, with q=0.05. For each regression model, all P values for all effects were pooled across all vertices, and a false discovery rate threshold was determined. Initial longitudinal analyses estimated the full quadratic model at each vertex, but because the squared age term did not contribute significantly to the model across the cortex, a linear model was used to fit the trajectories of the ADHD and control groups.

**METHODS**

**PARTICIPANTS**

One hundred sixty-six children and adolescents with DSM-IV–defined ADHD were recruited using the Diagnostic Interview for Children and Adolescents and a Conners' Teacher Rating Scale hyperactivity rating greater than 2 SDs above age- and sex-specific mean ratings. Parental history of probable ADHD was determined using the Wender Utah Rating Scale. Exclusion criteria were a full-scale IQ score of less than 80 and evidence of medical or neurologic disorders. Neuroimaging data from 3 patients with ADHD could not be analyzed owing to motion artifact, and these patients were excluded from further analyses. Ninety-five percent of the patients had combined-type ADHD (n=157), 4 (2%) had inattentive ADHD, and 2 (1%) had the hyperactive subtype of ADHD. Unrelated controls (n=166) who had no personal or family history of psychiatric or neurologic disorders were also recruited from the community.

Approximately 60% of the individuals in each group underwent MRI at least twice. The institutional review board of the National Institute of Mental Health approved the research protocol, and written informed consent and assent to partici-...
Sex and the interaction of sex and diagnosis did not significantly affect the shape of growth curves across cortical regions and were excluded. Thus, in the final model for the ADHD vs control comparisons, the ith individual’s jth cortical thickness at a given vertex was modeled as follows:

\[
\text{Thickness}_{ij} = \text{Intercept} + d_i + \beta_{\text{control}} (\text{Diagnosis} = \text{Control}) + \beta_{1} (\text{Age} - \text{Mean Age}) + \beta_{2} (\text{Diagnosis} = \text{Control} \times (\text{Age} - \text{Mean Age})) + e_{ij},
\]

where \(d_i\) is a random-effects modeling within-person dependence; the intercept and \(\beta\) terms are fixed effects, and \(e_{ij}\) represents the residual error. Group differences in slope were determined by the significance of the interaction term (ie, \(\beta_{1}\)). Group differences in height, representing difference in cortical thickness, were determined by the significance of the \(\beta_{\text{control}}\) term. The \(t\) statistics at every cortical point were visualized through projection onto a standard brain template. Such visualization showed clusters of cortical points that differed significantly between the ADHD outcome groups and controls in the baseline MRIs or in the trajectory of cortical development. Analyses selected and averaged all cortical points within each of these clusters. Graphs illustrating the developmental trajectories of clusters were generated using fixed-effects parameter estimates.

We explored which baseline variables were significantly associated with CGAS scores at final follow-up, treating the CGAS score as a continuous variable (and thus included only the patients with ADHD). In addition, a linear discriminant analysis with leave-one-out cross-validation was used to assess the ability of the measures of cortical thickness to separate accurately the outcome groups, treated as categories, from each other and from controls.

### RESULTS

**COMPARISON OF THE ADHD AND CONTROL GROUPS**

The groups were well matched on demographic and diagnostic characteristics, except for a significantly lower...
IQ score in the ADHD group (Table 2). Comorbid diagnoses were relatively mild and in no case were the focus of treatment. The ADHD group had a significantly smaller estimated mean overall cortical thickness, most prominently in the prefrontal and anterior temporal cortices (Table 3) (see Supplementary Table 1a for additional details of cortical thickness in 56 subregions across the entire cerebrum, available at: http://intramural.nimh.nih.gov/chp/cos/shaw2006archivessupplementarytables.htm). When adjustment was made for differences in mean overall cortical thickness and IQ, diagnostic differences survived at t values greater than 2.0 in areas in the superior and medial frontal gyri and cingulate region bilaterally, left precentral gyrus, and right anterior/mesial temporal cortex (Figure 1 and Table 3). There was no region of significant increase in cortical thickness for the ADHD group in the unadjusted data.

Children with ADHD who were medication naive at the time of the first MRI were younger (mean±SD age, 8.2±2.5 years) than those who were medicated (mean±SD age, 10.7±2.7 years) (F1,153=31.8; P=.001) but had a similar IQ, socioeconomic status, and sex mix. The t statistical maps showed no significant regional cortical differences between the medicated and nonmedicated groups after adjustment for age, except in a small region in the left anterior temporal cortex.

**BETTER VS WORSE OUTCOME GROUPS: ANALYSES OF INITIAL MRIs**

The better (n=51) and worse (n=56) outcome groups, defined on the basis of CGAS scores, had no significant baseline differences in any clinical measures, but the worse outcome group had a significantly lower mean IQ score, which was thus entered as a covariate in adjusted analyses. Follow-up DSM-IV diagnoses were available on 83 patients with ADHD. Mean duration of follow-up was approximately 5.7 years for both groups.

Patients who still met DSM-IV criteria for ADHD (any subtype) at follow-up had, on baseline MRIs, a significantly thinner medial prefrontal cortex. Patients with a worse clinical outcome, defined using CGAS scores, had a thinner cortex in similar medial and superior prefrontal regions, which was significant after adjustment for IQ and mean cortical thickness. In contrast, remitted patients, similar to those with CGAS-defined better outcome, showed a minimal significant difference in cortical thickness from controls. The better outcome group had a small region of cortical thinning in the left dorsolateral PFC relative to controls (Figure 2, Table 4, and Supplementary Table 1b, which gives the cortical thickness for outcome groups across 56 cortical region, available at: http://intramural.nimh.nih.gov/chp/cos/shaw2006archivessupplementarytables.htm).

In the stepwise regression we assessed the variance in outcome CGAS scores attributable to the following variables: age, sex, impulsivity, inattention/weak attention, hyperactivity/impulsivity, oppositional defiant disorder, conduct disorder, learning disorder, mood disorder, anxiety disorder, tic disorder, comorbid diagnoses, and baseline CGAS scores, and demographic (age, sex, and socioeconomic status), clinical (Conners’ Teacher Rating Scale hyperactivity factor scores), Teacher Report Form attention problems t scores, and baseline CGAS scores, and neuropsychologic (estimated IQ) variables. Three variables entered the final model: thickness of the left medial PFC
(standardized $\beta = .46$; adjusted $R^2 = 0.08; P < .001$), thickness of the left dorsolateral prefrontal cluster ($\beta = −.33; R^2 = 0.07; P = .003$), and hyperactivity factor scores at baseline ($\beta = −.23; R^2 = 0.04; P = .03$). Thickness of the left medial and dorsolateral prefrontal regions thus accounts for approximately 15% of the variance in outcome scores.
Using the more stringent linear discriminant analyses with leave-one-out cross-validation, the mean thickness of the cluster of points in the left medial PFC (Figure 2A) as a single variable did not separate accurately the worse and better outcome groups from each other and from controls. This is not surprising given the modest amount of variance in final clinical outcome scores accounted for by each variable in the linear regression.

Using the more stringent linear discriminant analysis with leave-one-out cross-validation, the mean thickness of the cluster of points in the left medial PFC (Figure 2A) as a single variable did not separate accurately the worse and better outcome groups from each other and from controls. This is not surprising given the modest amount of variance in final clinical outcome scores accounted for by each variable in the linear regression.

**TRAJECTORY OF CORTICAL DEVELOPMENT**

Parallel trajectories of cortical thickness for the ADHD and control groups were found for the overall cortical thickness and at individual vertices across the entire cortex except in the right parietal cortex (Figure 3). In this region, the entire ADHD group started at a significantly lower point, but the thickness of the right parietal cor-

**Table 4. Cortical Thickness in Regions That Show a Significant Difference in Baseline MRIs in the Different ADHD Outcome Groups**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Unadjusted</th>
<th>Adjusted*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADHD Worse Outcome</strong></td>
<td>Mean (SD), mm</td>
<td>F-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall mean cortical thickness</td>
<td>4.11 (0.38)</td>
<td>4.06 (0.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left medial PFC/cingulate cluster</td>
<td>4.15 (0.44)</td>
<td>4.29 (0.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left cingulate/medial PFC cluster</td>
<td>3.7 (0.55)</td>
<td>4.08 (0.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left DLPFC cluster</td>
<td>4.27 (0.60)</td>
<td>4.12 (0.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ADHD, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; MRI, magnetic resonance image; NA, not applicable; PFC, prefrontal cortex.

*Adjusted for significant group differences in IQ and for mean overall cortical thickness.
†P<.001.
‡P<.05.
§P<.01.
Using fully automated computational techniques, we examined the relationships among cortical thickness, baseline diagnosis, and clinical outcome in a large cohort of children and adolescents with ADHD. We replicate earlier findings of cortical anomalies in the disorder, prominent in prefrontal regions important for the control of attention and motor output. A thinner medial PFC in baseline MRIs discriminated poor from good outcome in patients with ADHD and controls, whether outcome was defined on the basis of overall functioning or persistence of DSM-IV–defined ADHD. A measure of cortical thickness in this region was significantly associated with future clinical outcome scores in a linear regression, although the amount of variance accounted for by cortical thickness was modest. The outcome groups also differed in the trajectory of development of cortical thickness: the good outcome group alone showed normalization of right parietal cortical thickness in a pivotal region in posterior attentional systems.

**DIAGNOSTIC DIFFERENCES**

The thinner PFC we report is congruent with previous volumetric studies demonstrating reduction in frontal lobe volume. The regions of cortical thinning overlap with reductions in gray matter density found in studies that obtained a high degree of spatial resolution, specifically, loss in the superior frontal gyrus, posterior cingulate, and dorsolateral PFC. However, unlike the present study, Sowell et al also report an increase in cortical density in the posterior temporal and inferior parietal regions, a discrepancy that may reflect in part our native space analyses rather than the use of stereotaxic space.

Cortical change in the precentral gyrus is of interest because motor hyperactivity is a cardinal feature of the disorder. Unlike the findings for the prefrontal regions, previous volumetric studies with a smaller sample size...
have not detected morphometric changes in the precentral gyrus. However, transcranial magnetic stimulation studies have demonstrated reduced intracortical inhibition in the motor cortex in ADHD, which may represent a neurophysiologic correlate of reduced behavioral inhibition. Stimulants have also been shown to correct abnormally high resting levels of cerebral blood flow in the precentral gyrus in patients with ADHD. Cortical thinning in the precentral gyrus may thus represent a substrate for impaired behavioral control at the level of motor output.

The thinner right mesial and left lateral temporal cortex is harder to interpret. Anomalous activation of the temporal lobes has been noted at rest and during functional MRI studies of response inhibition and working memory. As part of the lateral paralimbic motivational system the region may also contribute indirectly to delay aversion in ADHD. We did not find any significant effects of treatment with stimulants on cortical thickness at the time of the initial MRI or on the course of cortical development.

CORTICAL DIFFERENCES AND CLINICAL OUTCOME

It is striking that cortical thickness in the left medial prefrontal and cingulate cortex at baseline discriminated between children with ADHD who had differing clinical outcomes 5 years later. This does not reflect greater symptomatic severity at baseline, medication status, or comorbidities. A more plausible explanation of the findings invokes the increasing developmental importance of attentional processing modulated by the prefrontal regions. Performance on tasks measuring response inhibition and susceptibility to interference show a marked improvement stretching into adolescence. Increased or more focused activation of the PFC (including the left middle and inferior prefrontal and cingulate gyri) may support this cognitive maturation. In ADHD, the development of this system is delayed, with reports of decreased and more diffuse activation of the medial prefrontal and cingulate regions during tasks that require response inhibition or higher-order motor control. In the present study, the medial and cingulate cortical thinning in patients with poor outcome persists into adolescence and, thus, could represent a compromised neural substrate that prevents age-appropriate attentional skills from coming “online” in early adolescence. In contrast, patients with ADHD with a better clinical outcome have a morphologically intact medial cortical wall, which might support the development of more refined cognitive control, leading to symptomatic relief and clinical improvement.

The thickness of the left medial PFC in baseline MRIs was more strongly associated with outcome scores than baseline clinical and demographic variables. However, in a discriminant analysis, this cortical measure, as a single variable, did not accurately predict outcome. Although this highlights the current limitations of anatomic imaging in predicting outcome, it is hoped that future multivariate discriminant analyses in a larger sample incorporating other neuroanatomic variables (such as white matter) may result in a more powerful predictive model.

TRAJECTORY OF CORTICAL DEVELOPMENT IN ADHD

The previous findings of fixed nonprogressive lobar cortical deficits in ADHD are partially modified by the demonstration of cortical normalization in portions of the right parietal cortex. Because we did not collect cognitive and behavioral data in tandem with neuroanatomic data, we cannot give a definitive answer to the functional significance of this structural change. However, recent studies suggest that activation of the right parietal cortex during tasks of alerting and reorienting of attention is not fully mature until adulthood and that this posterior component of the attentional network may develop during adolescence. In ADHD, structural and functional anomalies at rest and during tasks of selective attention and response inhibition have been shown in the right parietal cortex. In addition, previous studies have established links between structure and function in ADHD; for example, reduction in prefrontal gray matter volume and metabolism additionally correlate with deficits in response inhibition and symptom severity. Thus, normalization of the right parietal cortex, noted only in children with better clinical outcome, may support the maturation of components of the attentional network through adolescence. The striking difference in cortical development in the better and worse outcome groups might alternatively suggest 2 distinct entities in ADHD, in different underlying neural substrates.

The apparent lack of normalization in the motor cortex warrants comment given the prominence of improvement in hyperactivity and impulsivity in ADHD during adolescence. First, the inferior portion of the right motor cortex and the dorsolateral cortices bilaterally were the only regions that showed a trend to normalization in the better outcome group (revealed by relaxing the false discovery rate to 0.10). Second, structural change in the right parietal cortex may have distal effects on the richly interconnected cingulate/medial PFCs regions important for response inhibition and interference suppression, which in turn may contribute to impulsivity and higher-order motor control.

Cortical thinning in adolescence, underpinned possibly by synaptic pruning and increased myelination may accompany cognitive maturation, and, thus, the lack of thinning in the better outcome group may seem counterintuitive. However, the exact nature of the relationships among cellular events, cortical dimensions, and cognitive change in humans is largely speculative. It is possible that a relatively late persistence of synapses in the better outcome group is associated with normalization of cortical thickness and affords an extended period for the sculpting of complex neural circuits supporting attention.

The changing cortical thickness we report is likely to reflect alterations in the gray/white boundary related to myelination and changes in the cortical mantle itself. The T1-weighted MRIs used cannot disentangle the relative contribution of these factors to changes in gray and white matter at the cortical border. This will require an MRI protocol that includes measures of high-resolution relaxometry and diffusion tensor imaging that can quantify changes in...
myelination. However, the link between clinical outcome and cortical change in a region pivotal for the control of attention suggests that the finding is biologically meaningful and deserves further exploration.

The present study is limited partly by the attrition rate in the study of 35% for the ADHD group, although those lost to follow-up represented the inference cohort. The similarity in results between the 2 different definitions of clinical outcome (CGAS scores and DSM-IV definitions) is reassuring but reflects in part the large overlap in membership between the worse outcome and persistent ADHD groups. We did not collect clinical measures on the typically developing controls, and, thus, a similar, if much attenuated, pattern of cortical change may occur in typically developing children who show improvement in (subthreshold) attention and hyperactivity symptom scores. The sample was composed almost entirely of children who had combined-type ADHD, and, thus, we cannot address the possibility of different developmental trajectories of the different subtypes of ADHD.

In estimating cortical thickness we chose a 30-mm bandwidth blurring kernel on the basis of population simulations that showed that this bandwidth maximized statistical power while minimizing false positives. 24 Although this bandwidth filter may seem large, 30-mm blurring along the surface using a diffusion smoothing operator represents considerably less cortex than the equivalent volumetric gaussian blurring kernel because it preserves cortical topologic features. Repeating the analyses with a 15-mm blurring kernel showed a similar pattern of results.

In conclusion, we demonstrate a pattern of cortical thinning in ADHD, predominantly in prefrontal regions, which comprise key regions associated with attentional mechanisms. A fixed nonprogressive deficit of the medial prefrontal and cingulate regions, which might compromise the anterior attention network, was associated with relatively poor clinical outcome. In contrast, normalization of the right parietal cortex, which might support compensatory change in the posterior attentional network, was associated with relative clinical improvement.
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